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During a winter storm five years ago, a woman disappeared in the ocean gap,
without a trace. One year later, she was pronounced dead. What actually
happened to Linnéa?

Big town girl Ingrid is looking forward to a holiday under the northern lights with
her boyfriend Robert, but already on the ferry over from the mainland, it becomes
clear that not everyone is happy about the visit.
The village hairdresser, Sunniva, feels the old anger flare up when she sees Ingrid
for the first time. Why does she have to come and rip everything up again? And
Trude, who hoped she had finally escaped the threats from five years ago, and then
Robert suddely shows up with someone who could be Linnéa's double. Why can't
she just be left alone?
The only one who is happy about the visit is Robert's mother. Finally her son is
back, and maybe she can make him to stay for good this time? If only this Ingrid
hadn't looked so much like the hideous former daughter-in-law. It can't possibly be
a coincidence that an investigative journalist from Oslo appears shortly after, to
write and report about the "Linnéa case"..., can it?

"A solid suspense novel, nerve-wracking from start to finish."

Finnmark county library, Finnmarkingen

"A book that is impossible to put down!"
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